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After I designed the 5th anniversary issue of LaMode magazine, I always knew that I was
going to merge another issue sooner rather than later.

The order is different from the online version of www.lamodemagazine.net the editorials
are not in order of when they were published online, but in order of how I envisioned the
magazine, if I had published it as a coffee book style publication.

Editors Note

I thought about how I was going to put it together and design it. So after some thought, it
came to me that I should do a selection of the best swim and culture editorials from the
last year, dating from June 2019 to June 2020.

LaMode magazine is a labor of love, something that drives me from editorial to editorial, it
allows me to voice my opinion in a way that I wouldn’t be able to do if I was working for a
different publication. I photograph, style and write the blurbs for each story. Which requires a lot of work but I find it very rewarding when I see the finished product.

If you have had the chance to read the 5th anniversary issue you would have noticed that it
didn’t have any Culture editorials in it, as I decided to not included them due to the simple
fact that it would have taken up way too much room.
So, for this issue “The Second Coming” I relished the moment when I got the chance to
work on the “Culture” section. It shows a different side to my photography and how you
can’t always shoot fashion and swimwear all the time, well you can. But my interest in photography goes a little further beyond shooting models and people.
So, when it comes to my art, I would like to think that it is my point of view which makes
my work different, regardless if it is photography or literature, not that my writing is something that you would put in the category of award winning journalism.
On a side note we are living in a time of social distancing and optimism. Something no
one would have thought would of happened in our lifetime never lone the modern society
that we take for granted. I think once this is over and I am talking about when they find a
vaccine. We can look back and think what did we get out of this? What did we learn about
our self’s while we were in isolation, I know that the whole world is enduring a lot at the
moment but if we didn’t learn something about what we have experienced then this would
have been all for nothing right? Food for thought.

Enjoy the “The Second Coming”
Editor in Chief
Geoffrey Chuah
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Swimwear
Introduction
As a photographer who loves to shoot the female form. It is no coinci-

dence that laMode magazine “The Second Coming” is full of beautiful,
divine editorials that have been shot around the gorgeous beaches of Sydney and the Gold Coast of Australia. We have curated the standout shoots
from the last year of the Magazine.

Everyone loves the female form don’t we? So when we were piecing this

issue together we were in no doubt that the swim section was going to be
in the first half this issue to show case the beauty of all the models that we
worked with. You may want to watch out for the editorial with Neveana
Tepic, where we go into a little bit more in depth about this subject

The blurbs have been added from each editorial to allow the reader to

delve a little bit more into what we were thinking at the time of each story
went live.

Model, Lucy Baddeley@Viviens
Swimwear, LilandEmm
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Photographer-Geoffrey Chuah
Stylist-Suzi Rose
Make-up Artist-Verity.G
Model Sarah. Abt@Chadwicks
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Form, what is it? And I am talking about the female body. If it

wasn’t for the female form I wouldn’t of written this blurb. As for
that matter I don’t think I would of taken my photography as far as
I have taken it. I love shooting female fashion and swimwear which
was one of the reasons I started this online publication. I also love
creating images that are eye catching and thought provoking. Neither of that would of happen without the female form.

So why do we find the female form so intriguing? Even wom-

an love to look at woman, more often than not females are more
critical of their own, rather than a bloke. I think socity has this
pre-conceived idea with what we like to look at, as previously mentioned in my last editorial the media love to put in front of us what
we want to look at rather than what we should be looking at. Having worked in this industry for so long now, I know that we all love
to look at a pretty woman rather than Jane average, right?!! Well I
will let you answer that one for yourself.

Moving forward with why we love the female form rather than

the male one. I think it is that we tend to love to judge everything
that is put in front of us, regardless if we like it or not? Right or
wrong again I will let you decide yourself. So I think to sum this up
in a bow tie, I would love to put this to you, and that is we all have
different body shapes and sizes, blokes, chicks, woman, men, girls
or boys. We have one body that will change as we get older, and it
is up to us to decide what we do with it. Do we stay in shape or do
we just go with the flow and let your body change gracefully or do
we put the time and effort into maintaining it so our form will be
our own legacy forever??
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All swimwear by Suzi Rose
Design
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The
Morning
Glitter
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Swimwear-Allerton
Photographer-Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup Artist-Holly Fraser
Model-Brooke Finato@Chic Brisbane
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Brooke Finato

lets talk about, the female body and social media shall we? I

am not one to put down a woman’s body no matter what shape
or size she is but there are a lot of people who do that ........
unfortunately a lot of people judge a book by it’s cover. Which
can be somewhat disturbing considering you should always
try and get to know the person first before you make a call.
Unfortunately again this happens a lot, especially on social
media. Something that I have had a love and hate relationship
with personally.

I see it way to often influencers super charging there bodys to

make them self look very very unattainable. I always think the
idea of a good influencer should be to educate their audience
so that they should live a healthy and clean lifestyle no matter what size they are. Yes I know that in the fashion industry
we always use Australian size 8 and 10 models and everything
gets photoshopped, some images more than others. But that
is on a commercial level where the brand is trying to sell their
products to there demagrapic. The influencer shouldn’t be using lightroom on there phones and smoothing there skin out
and making there boobs look bigger etc. I think they should
be leaving everything as it is shot to show their true self.

Yes I photoshop my own images some more than others, the
reason for that is to make everything look easier on the eye
and bringing it to a level of professionalism that the industry
is not only renowned for but expects.

So on that note this swim editorial for LaMode, the first of

what will be many shoot in Australia in the coming months,
namingly in the Gold Coast, Sydney and anywhere else I can
travel too, showcasing Austalia’s amazing swim brands and to
die for models.
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A lot of the time, we’re shooting summer

campaigns in winter because they have to come
out the next season.

It’s the hardest to feel great in a bikini when
it’s cold... so I appreciate a swimsuit shoot
that’s in warm weather.
Gigi Hadid
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You can
Never Have
to
Much Love
with
Mariangel

Photographer-Geoffrey Chuah
Swimwear by Midnight Swim
Makeup Artist-Verity.G
Model-Mariangel@Viviens
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How Diverse is
the
modeling Industry.
What is diversity, that is a good question isn’t it? And do we see enough of it?
The dictionary meaning: The state of being diverse; variety: there was considerable diversity in the
style of the reports.
• [in singular] a range of different things: newspapers were obliged to allow a diversity of views
to be printed.

Makes interesting reading doesn’t it? So, do we have a wide range of models in the industry?

The answer to that is yes and no, funny answer, some brands only use white Caucasian models
some brands are happy to use a bag of all sorts in their advertising campaigns.

I use models who fit the brief and that I like, but that is generally the norm for most photogra-

phers. For LaMode Magazine I try not to use a model that has the same look from my last editorial. Which was one of the reasons I shot with Mariangel for this swim editorial for LaMode.
Not to get side tracked the industry is trying very hard to use a diverse cross over of all models.
Even plus size models which I think is interesting and not so interesting to write about, you have
to remember that models are born with their looks not given to them. If you are born with the
right genes to be a model then you may be lucky enough to work in the industry and if you aren’t ( let’s not get into why you can’t be a model) then it is not something you dwell on, you just
have to accept the fact that it is something you can’t do and move on. But let’s talk about how
diverse the industry can be and how it is not.

I love the fact that when you email an agency for a job you can get many different options from

them. Modelling is about looks, hair colour, height etc even eye colour can come into it as well.
But what it boils down to is if they look good in the clothes they will be wearing. Not everyone
looks good in a maxi dress and not everyone looks good in a denim shorts. So, this is why we
must have diversity in the fashion industry. Most of the time it’s up to the brands that hire the
models that make the final decisions to who they want in there campaign, commercial or whatever they want to hire the model for.

But some models do look good in everything and I mean everything. These are the models that

are blissed with the looks and body to truly be models. Not all modelling agents have plus size
models, and that is OK because this is a new niche for agency’s that has only become popular in
the last 5-6 years. So, to tie this in a bow and finish this off. The fashion industry is about change
and it changes every season, so who knows we may yet have a huge diversity of models down
under one day, lets hopes so.
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Women, I love. It’s amazing to me,
because I am a swimsuit model; I’m
half-naked.
I just love the fact that women love me,
and it makes me love them so much
back.
Chrissy Teigen
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Mind
over
Matter
with
Nevena Tepic

Photography by Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup-Verity.G
Swimwear by Tj swim, Midnight swim and Khongboon swim
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Two piece by TJ.Swimwear
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Two piece by Tj Swimwear
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One piece by Midnight swimwear
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Two Piece Swimwear by TJ.Swimwear
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T
wo Piece Swimwear by TJ.Swimwear
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Why are we
so
Obsessed with our Body’s
A bit of a odd question isn’t it? Is it a health thing or is it image thing? You know the
saying “if you have a healthy body you will have a heath mind”. But do we train to
impress other people or do we train to impress our self? I think the answer to that is
split right down the middle.

We see it in the media all the time, a celebrity taking a selfie and posting it on Instagram and then everyone going nuts over it, if you are on Instagram check out Jenifer
Lopez profile. I think she is a classic example of someone keeping them self in shape.
Jenifer is 50 years old and doesn’t look any older than 30. Which I have to admit is
pretty dam unreal for someone that has had a kid and is still trucking big time in the
entertainment industry.

I think we train to look good for our self, first and foremost. But then again who
doesn’t?

For most of us we love to show off our body when we get the chance regardless

where we are and what we are doing. The beach is a place that a lot of people like
to do this, I personally love going to the beach when I can but crinch when I look
around and see what is on offer and some of the eye candy that is around. But training is not for everyone as you know and it is hard work to maintain a really good
body. I think as we get older we tend to not too not worry to much about our body’s
and focus more on our minds more than anything else.

Because our minds will give us more of a work out than our body’s when we reach a

certain age.
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Two piece by Khongboon
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Nina Cook
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The

Decade
that
Shaped Us
Photography and Styling by Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup by Verity.G
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Where has fashion come from in the last 10 years and where is it going?
The last decade we have been on a roller coaster ride for everyone that has
worked in the industry, you name it from how we read our publications, to
how we buy our clothes to even how we source our information to improve
our day to day living.
Everything you can think of has changed in some shape or form, photography included. So, let’s start with photography, it has gone from part film, part
digital to full digital very quickly. Why do you ask, well that has a lot to do
with the internet and how the digital revolution has come into effect. Our
phones or devices which is another way of calling them now have made it so
easy for us to capture that image that we are after so much easier back when
we use to use point and shot film cameras. The quality is second to none and
has improved from the start of the 10’s too right up today, and with the company’s that make the devices, are marketing hard to make their mobile device the one that you want to use to take the photo, it’s hard not to use your
phone to snap a photo and post on social media and what not.
For example, I have an iPhone XS Max, and on that you can edit the picture
as soon as you take it, everything from cropping to flipping it to black and
white to adjusting the brightness and it goes on. But that doesn’t mean that
our devices are taking over. Far from it, you can never take away the freedom
of shooting an image on a DSLR or Digital Single Reflex Camera. The ability
of being able to change the lens, ISO, shutter speeds etc these are some of
the wonderful things you can do on a DSLR. Then once you are done, you
can drop it into your computer and edited it on there. But that is more for the
pro or the person who wants to be able to change the image in detail rather
than the consumer who wants to point and shoot and save some memoires of
their holiday or trip.
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So let’s move on to the publishing industry or the magazine world as I like
to call it.
My, my it has changed so much over the last 10 years it will be very interesting to see what it will be like in another 10 years. First off we have less
hard copy magazines and more online publications which is what LaMode
magazine is. And the rise of the social media star has also had a lot to do
with the deflated publishing industry, we get so many people wanting or
trying to be what I call the go between of a brand, it’s hard to differ what
you think is real and what isn’t real. I mean you look at the social media
stars life and think is he or she really living the dream?? A lot of the time it
isn’t, most of the time for the social media star, it is post a picture, caption
it, tag it and then get on with your day to day stuff. So how has that affected
the magazines we use to read? Well I think it is because we have become
lazy, we don’t want to carry around something that is heavy and bulky, we
would rather keep everything to a minimum. Plus, we can get all our information on our device at a flick of a finger and not have to open up to a
certain page to read it. But nothing beats the look and feel of reading a hard
copy magazine. So where is the publishing industry heading towards? Well
we seem to be getting quarterly publications rather than monthly, coffee
book style magazines seem to have become more popular with publishers as it seems to be easier for them to shoot higher quality content. And
the last thing I would like to mention now is that we are getting more sites
where you can download their current issue which allows you to read it
later or on the go.
I could write a essay on both of these subjects and still have so much more
to say. But I would like to finish on a note that LaMode magazine is being
designed for you to download, I am working on a 5th anniversary issue
which will be ready in about 2 weeks. There you will be able to read a fashion essay and how it translates into the magazines we look at and read and
a essay on swimwear.

Till then enjoy “The Decade That Has Shaped Us”
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Bikni by Rip Curl

Two Piece by Rip Curl, T-Shirt by Hurley
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Two Piece by Hurley
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Crop top, bottoms and sleeveless T, all by Hurley
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Jump Suit by Rip Curl

Boy shirt by Rip Curl, Bottoms by Hurley
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Two Piece by Hurley
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Winter
Fever
Do you ever think about what you need in your life and what you don’t

need? Or more to the point, stripping your life back to the basic necessities.
Well I sort of did that about a week ago, by booking a trip to the Gold
Coast and getting away from my life in Sydney for what was way not long
enough. But in the time I was away, I managed to shoot an editorial for LaMode and take in a different part of Australia, and give myself some time
to think about what I need more of in my life and what I don’t need and
the conclusion I came up with, is that, if you live in a city or rat race as we
sometimes like to call it. You definitely need time out and some of us need
more time out than others.

And for me it made me realise that this is something that I may have to do

more often and that is take trips like this more often and do two things.

A: Re-charge my batteries
B: Allow myself to reflect and re-plan what I need to do for the next 3-6
months, that’s if things aren’t going to plan of course.

And that is what life is all about right ....planning.
And on that point I was so lucky to work with the ever charming and

beautiful Louise Pollard for this shoot. Who would of thought that you can
shoot swimwear in the middle of Winter? Well only when you are in the
Gold Coast, and only when you have “Winter Fever”
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Photography by Geoffrey Chuah
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Lucy
Baddeley
By
Geoffrey Chuah
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This
is
What
Love Looks
Like
75

Is fashion art or is it an extension of an photographer’s vision. That is a

question that has been burning for a very long time, and please mind the
pun.

I think every photographer would like to be called an artist in their own

right, regardless what genre or style they shoot, I know what I try and convey in my pictures is to tell a story with, in each picture I take for LaMode.
And in doing so, in the series of images that I put together it projects a
story to the reader, with the help of the clothes that the model is wearing of
course or in this editorial for LaMode, the swimwear.

So is fashion art, my answer to that question is no. Fashion now a days

is so commercial that it is leaning towards a more commerce direction e.g
selling clothes online is something of a billion-dollar industry now a days,
but that is just a small part of it. You will notice that some of the amazing
clothes that you get to see at the different Fashion Weeks around the world
get so watered down that they can sometimes be unrecognisable by the time
they reach the shops online or in store. That is because the designer is trying to make a statement, a little bit like me with LaMode in some ways.
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Swimwear by
Lil&Emm
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83

LaMode
Culture

Introduction

84

So if you read www.LaModemagazine.net you would of noticed that is

not only fashion and swimwear editorials. I also shoot culture editorials
as well mostly from in and around the Sydney suburbs that I find interesting and or eye catching that may look good to photograph. It breaks
up the magazine and draws in a different reader than I would normally
get from the fashion and swim that Geoffrey shoots.

The images that I have chosen for the Second Coming issue are some of
my favourites from the last year of working on the magazine. I think it is
a reflection of not only Australian culture but also revealing the art side
of the magazine.

We love to shoot in black and white and to show the world in a way

that one would not normally see it. To point out the little things that one
would walk pass, and not identify with. Culture to LaMode magazine is
not just what we do in our day to day lives but also what and how we see
the world and that is converting the eye of the public into the eye of the
photographer to the art side of the magazine.

We have also added the blurbs from the magazine at the time of it go-

ing live. We hope that you like this section as we were not able to include
this in the 5th anniversary issue as there would have been way to many
photo’s and blurbs to include. So I hope you can indulge with what we
have selected here for you the reader.
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The

Hawkesbury
River

86

Did
You
Miss
Me
Much
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When I travel to new places in Sydney or anywhere in Australia for that

matter. Photography for me should be about capturing the vibe of the place
you have just experienced. So when I shoot culture editorials for LaMode
that is what I am aiming to do as well as create amazing eye catching photographs, or that is what I would like to think I am doing.

Sydney has so many hidden little gems, that you can discover when you

want to find something new and exciting to explore. I did that today by
travelling a hour on the train north of the CBD, Sydney. Where I found
the Hawkesbury. It is mostly a fishing town by the river. The water is not as
crystal clear as it should be for this part of Sydney but hay isn’t that what
makes each and every part of Australia unique?

I love any chance I get to be able to create new images. I also decided to

shoot some of the images in black and white, something I haven’t done for
a while. That has a lot to do with me shooting sunsets and at a time of day
where you really want to create a certain kind of mood, you can check out
that editorial via my last post. Anyway with Spring having come upon us
and Summer moving close behind it, that means Summer shoots on the
beach.
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Rhodes
Sydney
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The Bays of Sydney
Sydney has so many hidden places you can check out on a beautiful sun-

ny day, I know that is a cliché thing to say but it’s true .....you only have to
bring up a map on your phone or device and see how vast Sydney is.

I was thinking about what to shoot for my next editorial post for LaMode

and I really wanted to shoot something that was for my culture section
of the magazine. I hadn’t done anything for that section for a while, and I
came up with the idea of finding a couple of remote locations that aren’t
that obvious to the everyday traveller. Both are close to the water and public transport. While searching, I found Como and Rhodes, Como isn’t that
common a place to most people even in Sydney, but I think Rhodes is.

When I document these places, I like to shoot it in a way that is a little

bit different and most definitely eye catching. I waited till late in the day to
shoot both locations as I wanted to catch the sunset and I also wanted to
create a mood that was not only eye catching as mentioned in the last sentence but I also wanted to show you how beautiful the sun set is.

So the next time you want to explore Sydney, close your eyes and pick a

place on the map of your phone and see where it takes you.
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Como
The bays of Sydney
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How Do
we
Define Culture

How do we define culture, or more to the point what do you think culture is?
Every photographer has a different point of view, that is what makes everyone

so unique. So when Geoffrey was writing this article, he tried to stay away from
the stereo types that can sometimes be written about human behaviour. Which
is what part of what culture is to LaMode. Not that we have many people in our
culture editorials. So when we wrote this essay we included what makes the world
click and you guessed it .....people.

Our definition of what Culture is: Any place in the world, which it’s people are indulged in it’s
surroundings. Very short and to the point.

LaMode loves to write about what’s in the “Now” so what is happening around

the world with Covid-19 the last 3-4 months, is the new norm, it is so different to
what it use to be. What we have written below is something we all hope we can go
back to enjoying soon

The first three editorials in this issue you would of noticed that the most eye

catching and or thought-provoking images are the ones that have made this part
of the issue so far. I would like to think that it is more of a reflection of how I have
seen the world at a particular point in time. Which is why these images have been
chosen. So back to how we define culture, that in itself is a hard one to define at
any one point in time. You can travel to a different part of your country to experience a different part of your culture. But to truly experience something different
you have to travel aboard. Why travel aboard you ask? Well it’s the one thing that
puts the “C” into the word Culture.

And that is people, yep without people you don’t have anything never alone a culture because that is what culture is all about, it’s what people do, how they act and
speak and that’s putting it in short.
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You visit another country to experience the way the locals do things and how

they do it.

I hear this quote all the time here in Australia “we do such and such back home”
you visit another country to experience something different don’t we?

So, culture is not only the people, and no I haven’t taken one step back from what
I have just written a few moments ago. But it is also the geography, food and climate just to name a few. Here in Australia we have so many beaches to choose
from when we want to go to the beach, which in turn is part of our culture. Beach
culture is massive in Australia, but in other parts of the world they have other
things that make up their life and how they go about their day to day ritual. That
is what makes every country you visit, unique in its own way.

We all love food; I know I do. It is the one thing that every human cannot live

without. You have to have it every day otherwise you can find yourself in a massive spot of bother if you don’t. Food makes up a huge part of a country’s culture.
It is a way of life for some people. Breakfast, lunch and dinner. I love going out to
dinner and trying new dishes or a style of food I have not tried before. That makes
up a big percentage of what culture is. With food comes how it gets served, again
that is part of someone’s culture. To some people it may seem OK to speak loud
and rude but for other people you may find that offensive. Or you can except it
and enjoy the experience.

Geography is another reason why we would visit another country or another way
of putting it, fall in love with a country. I love visiting dissimilar city’s, some of the
biggest cities in the world are made up of many of years of culture which draws us
to that city. Take New York for example, the architecture is a mix of old and new
and can be a little bit over whelming at first. But after a while you tend to forget
that and enjoy the people and the many different things you can do all in one
place. Which by the way is not very American. If you have visited that country,
you will know what I am talking about.

So to embrace someone’s culture you would ideally like to meet and chat to someone that is from the country you are visiting. It sort of makes sense to do that as it
would make your experience that much more exciting and extraordinary.
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Keeping it Raw
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Bronte
Beach

Well as you all the know the world is in a spot of bother with this Covid-19
virus. I for one never thought it would get this bad as did everyone else.
But on saying that the world governments are working as hard as they can
to get this under control. I don’t even think the governments of any country
where prepared for what was going t happen. I know I wasn’t just like the
millions of other people around the world.
The one thing that has come to mind that has really stuck in my head
when-ever I have spoken to anyone about the virus, and that they have all
agreed too is
A: We are in this together big time not one person is not going to make it
out of the Covid-19 untouched by it, not by any means and
B: I also don’t think that any of us have experienced this sort of out-break
of semi panic. Well not this generation anyway, and I am pretty sure the
next generation won’t either as there will be massive steps put in place
to make sure that it won’t happen again or if it does we will have plans in
place to make sure the out-break will not be anywhere near as bad as the
Covid-19 virus.
So to sum this little blurb up. I really hope we can get this under control
soon as I would like to get back out-side and shoot what-ever the hell I
want to shoot as I always have done. On a side note these shots from Bronte beach in Sydney, was the last time I was able to really pull together a set
of images for LaMode magazine. Which sadly will have to be put on hold
for a little while. Or maybe I will be able to shoot one last Culture editorial
before Sydney goes on lock down. And if we do, the list of things I can do
is going to be very long indeed.
Enjoy Keep it RAW.
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There
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Aways
a
Tomorrow

Covid-19
Sydney
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So what is the one thing you cannot live without? Your partner, favourite
food, going to the movies, or is people. Stop and have a think about it for
a second.
When you take away what you enjoy the most then your life tends to
stop for a bit before you can kick start it again. So with Covid-19 killing
a lot of our things that we use to enjoy. We then need that reality check.
What I am saying here is that when we all went into lock down and started worrying about how we were going to pay the rent, bills and everything else that we need to survive. I think that we didn’t think about what
we needed the most that will get us out of this lock down without losing
your bearings or another way of putting it would be your mind. And for
me it’s people, yep that’s right people.
I know that without people I am nothing, without people my photography doesn’t exist because a photo is not a photo till someone looks at it
just like a book is not a book till someone reads it or a dresses is not a
dresses till someone wears it.
So how important are people? That’s a really weird question, everyone
needs someone -without a doubt. People can be a real pain in the butt,
but if the world ended tomorrow and you were the only person left on
this earth. What would you be lacking the most? For me it’s people.
These images were taken about 2 weeks ago on a Sunday. Most of the
places would of normally be humming with people. But the day I was
there, there was hardly anyone. Making it feel very eerie and somewhat
lonely. One of the results of the lock down in Sydney.
Here’s to me and everyone else hoping that this virus will be stomped out
and never seen again.
Enjoy.
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How many images would you view at in a day, that’s a good question? More
to the point do we all know what photography is?
Photography is: The Art of practice of taking and processing photographs.
That is the dictionary meaning

What photography means to me is: Capturing an image on a light sensitive

surface or an electronic sensor that will be made into a print or digital image
that will be seen for everyone’s eyes. That meaning is half me and the other
half is the dictionary. How we create a photograph is by painting with light
and then we can get into the technical side of things which most of the time
we don’t need it. Unless you are a professional of course.

So when we break down how we capture an image it is the same way ev-

eryone does it, regardless if you are professional or an amateur. We all use
a light tight box, and that could be a digital device e.g. phone or a camera.
Everything else that you have on your camera or phone is there to help your
image taking process easier or fun. That is putting it in a nice simple way.

But how we use our photographs is something completely different to what

I have written. We can use our photographs for anything really and we do.
But how we use our photography can be the fine line between how powerful
it is and what kind of message we are trying to get across to the people who
are viewing it. Social media is a classic case of what I would like to call trash
photography, we point and shoot with our phone or another way of putting
it, would be what we call the selfie, we then slap a filter over the image to
make the skin look super smooth and then post it. And then watch all the
likes on there page grow. Liking someones photo on a social media porfile is
another way of complimenting them in a indirect way.

The power of the selfie is here to stay and is definitely not going away any-

where anytime soon. In fact, the brands who make the phones and cameras
have built in back cameras to do this. That is what the Power of photography
has done to society. It has changed the way brands design there devices to
help the consumer take photos
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Then we move to the other end of the spectrum. The kind of photography

that we see in advertising, print magazines and online publications.The kind
of photographs that are well thought out, and specifically shot for a brand to
help sell a product or service. This kind of photography is well planned and
shot on point to be eye catching but also thought provoking. The finals are
also photoshopped to make them look better.

“But when we break down how we capture an image it is the same way everyone
does it, regardless if you are professional or an amateur”
And most of the time they do, you will be semi amazed at what you see in

camera and what the final image will look like after it has been retouched in
photoshop which everything is these days, and I mean everything is photoshopped.

Photography has evolved so much since the introduction of the digital world.

When I started out in the world of photography I use to shoot on film, and
it was crazy to think that we only had 36 shots on a roll of pro film 35mm or
10 shots on a 120 roll of film at 6x7 format. Now a days you can shoot 100’s if
not 1000’s of images for a job.

But that can make it harder in the post-production end of things. But the

one thing that everyone has learned from the film era is that we use to shoot
very on point, and we would never waste a shot and if we did it could and
would cost us money and time. Not to mention that we had to get our exposer right on as well, shooting on film is a skill and an art in itself.

“You will be semi amazed at what you see in camera and what the final image will
look like after it has been retouched”
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I could write a whole book on the film era but that is not the point of this

essay. Photography in the last 10 years has moved so fast with the aid of
technology that we have forgotten the art of how to take a photograph. Now
a days it’s shoot 100 shots and pick the best one, back when we use to shoot
on film you would shoot 10 maybe 20 shots if you were shooting on meduim
format or 36 shots if you were shooting on 35mm and you would have to be
so on point your life depended on it. But the advantages of digital are that
you can see it straight away and if you have to make any adjustments to your
exposer or composition you can do it there and then and not have to worry
about if you have made a mistake or not.

That is what the digital era has been like for some time now and the advan-

tages of shooting on digital out way the advantages of shooting film even if
you have a lot of film to work with.

So now we take photography into what I call the battlefield. Press or photo-

journalism photography are one of the most powerful mediums that you can
use in the media. You would of heard of the saying a picture tells a story of a
thousand words, well that is so true. You see everyone see’s things differently
so when you look at a photograph one person may say “this picture is terrifying” while another person may say “this picture is disturbing” and it could
be the opposite for someone who love’s a photo for just how beautiful it is,
while another person may look at the same picture and say “Amazing” there
is always a point of view when you show a photograph to someone.

But good photography will always do something for the mind, and this is

what I call “invoke” a reaction from the viewer.

So the next time you look at a photo and really like what you see, ask your-

self this does it draw an emotion or do you look at it and enjoy the Power of
Photography.
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